Introduction
For any material to be used on a large scale in structural applications, the material behaviour needs to be understood in detail. Thus the understanding of damage initiation and propagation in composites, and the transition from subcritical to critical damage is vital [1, 2] . A common objective is to predict accurately the response of structures based on reliable material models. This will reduce the number of tests needed for design and validation. However, due to the lack of faith in the state-of-the-art models, they are implemented in an overly cautious way, leading to larger, heavier and more expensive composite structures than would otherwise be needed [3] .
Experimental programs are thus needed to supplement the modelling results, and provide insight into the underlying mechanisms responsible for the observed failure development [4] . This creates a strong driving force to combine physical modelling with experimental campaigns to enhance component design and material development [5] .
The failure process of unidirectional (UD) composites in tension involves a sequence of events. Initially weak fibres break at relatively low loads, transferring their load to the surrounding fibres [6] . Failure is generally assumed to develop via the accumulation of individual fibre breaks due to the distribution in fibre strength, which then interact and grow into clusters of broken fibres [7] . Eventually a cluster of broken fibres reaches a critical size, triggering unstable crack propagation and final failure. Formation of the critical cluster is thus believed to be the strength-defining failure event [8] [9] [10] .
Many theories exist to predict the tensile strength of UD composites [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , and most of these contain three key features. The first is the assumption of a Weibull distribution of fibre strength, which is determined by the random distribution of flaws in the fibre [23] . This feature is responsible for the progressive nature of damage in UD composites.
The second feature is that stress is distributed from a broken fibre through the matrix, into the neighbouring, intact fibres. The third feature is the assumption that stress concentrations arise in these neighbouring intact fibres, which enhance the probability of neighbouring fibres failing once an individual fibre fractures [6] . The complexities of the stress transfer and redistribution mechanisms, combined with the statistical aspects of fibre strength, make modelling composite tensile strength a challenge [24] .
Comprehensive experimental data are currently lacking, but are required to validate current models [25] . Previous experimental work has focused on single fibres [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] or model composites, analysed using scanning or Raman microscopy [30] [31] [32] . Their restriction to surface observations does not permit measurement of the bulk composite without sectioning, which has the inherent risk of introducing additional damage.
In the current work, synchrotron radiation computed tomography (SRCT) is used to analyse a carbon/epoxy [90/0] s laminate loaded in situ to failure. SRCT provides a three-dimensional representation of the material's internal structure at a resolution sufficient to identify individual broken fibres. In situ loading allows damage progression to be analysed. The work presented here compares the experimental data with the fibre-bundle model of Swolfs et al. [33] [34] [35] [36] . A similar comparison has already been attempted in Scott et al. [37] . Their model predictions were reasonable at low applied strains, but seemed to diverge at higher strains. Their model was also less accurate at predicting clustering parameters, especially for larger clusters. This may have been caused by the inherent assumptions in their model. Firstly, Weibull data for a T600S carbon fibre were applied to model a T700S carbon fibre composite. The T600S data sheet quotes a failure strain of 1.8% [38] , which is significantly lower than the 2.1% quoted for T700S [39] . Secondly, the model is only capable of predicting cluster sizes with a number of fibres equal to a power of 2. This hampers an accurate comparison between model and experiments, especially near final failure.
The present paper focuses on the accumulation of fibre breaks, and in particular the formation of clusters of broken fibres, as the development of a critical size of interacting fibre breaks is often assumed to be the strength-defining failure event for tensile loaded composites [8, 40] . The same experiments as in Scott et al. [37] were used, but the cluster pattern and growth were also tracked this time, leading to new insights in the failure process. Conclusions are drawn by comparing the experimental and simulated results, leading to recommendations for further model development.
Materials and methods

Materials
[90/0] s Hexcel HexPly T700/M21 aerospace-grade carbon fibre/epoxy prepreg were provided by Airbus UK. They were used to manufacture composites with a fibre volume fraction of 55%. The 4mm wide double-notched coupons were prepared for tensile testing as described in Wright et al. [41] . Coupons were cut by abrasive water-jet, which previous research has shown induces no significant damage in similar specimens [41] . Notched samples were used as they enable the damage mechanisms close to final failure to be observed, because it constrains failure in a limited volume accessible by SRCT. The 90° plies delaminate from the 0° plies at 70% of the failure load and do not influence the failure development in the 0° plies. The section width between the notch roots was 0.8 mm, with an overall composite thickness of 1mm. This leads to a total of about 5500 0° fibres in the cross-section. Aluminium tabs were bonded to the specimen ends to aid loading, and to reduce stress concentrations at the loading ends. Ten specimens were tensile tested to failure in the 0° direction in a screwdriven load rig to determine the nominal failure load. A description of the rig and the testing methodology is provided in further detail in Wright et al. [41] . Data reconstruction was undertaken using in-house software at the ESRF. The break analysis was performed using VG-Studio™ and FIJI™. An example of the analysed volume is shown in Figure 1a , in which delaminations, matrix cracks due to 0° splitting and fibre breaks can all clearly be seen. Figure 1b and c show a fibre break in two orthogonal views, where the break is a distinct black zone. Breaks were quantified through visual inspection of the data files in at least two orthogonal planes to ensure accuracy, and extracted from the bulk composite.
Synchrotron radiation computed tomography
Model description
General description
The model is based on Rosen's chain-of-bundles approach [14] and has already been extensively described [33] [34] [35] [36] . Each fibre was divided into fibre elements, which were assigned a Weibull strength according to their length. A bimodal Weibull distribution, which is based on the assumption of two competing flaw distributions, was chosen. This distribution is described by [42] : [42] . This data set closely follows the recommendations of Swolfs et al. [36] for setting up an accurate and reliable Weibull distribution: testing a large number of fibres at very short gauge lengths. We therefore consider this data set to be the most reliable one for T700S carbon fibres. It was based on 234 fragmentation tests.
Random fibre packings were created with the generator described in [43] [44] [45] , which was extensively validated by Romanov et al. [46] . These random packings with a 0.8 x 1 mm cross-section contained 5500 fibres with 55% fibre volume fraction and a length of 1.54 mm. This rectangular cuboid model corresponds to the experimental parameters.
Each fibre was divided into 440 fibre elements, meaning the element length L was equal to the fibre radius 3.5 µm. A total of 50 Monte Carlo simulations were performed.
A flowchart of the model procedure is provided in Figure 2 . The methodology is based on the works of Curtin, Okabe and co-workers [11, 18, [47] [48] [49] . After assigning a Weibull strength to each fibre element, the global strain was incremented by 0.04%. The size of the strain increment is gradually reduced, until near final failure it becomes 0.0025%. The gradual refinement is used so as to optimise computational speed, combined with the aim of achieving an accurate prediction near final failure. After each strain increment, the stress in each fibre element was calculated by multiplying the applied strain, its stress concentration factor (SCF) and the secant modulus of the carbon fibre at the applied strain. The secant modulus was used to account for the nonlinear tensile behaviour of carbon fibre. A 20% stiffness increase is assumed for every 1% strain, as suggested by Toyama and Takatsubo [50] . The local stiffness at 0.6% corresponded to the 230 GPa from the datasheet [39] , as this value is measured between 0.5 and 0.7%. The same stiffness increase was used to calculate the experimental stressstrain diagram, where only the applied load could be measured.
If the element stress exceeded the element strength, then the element was considered broken. The cluster size was then updated for all fibre breaks, followed by an update of the SCFs and superposition of the SCFs in the nearby fibre elements. These SCFs and their superposition will be described in detail in the next two sub-sections. As the SCFs from a broken element may have caused additional elements to break, the model updates the element stresses and checks again whether any new elements have broken.
The process was repeated until no new fibre breaks were found at the particular strain level, the strain was then incremented and the process repeated. The model was stopped if an unstable propagation of fibre breaks was detected, found as a rapidly increasing number of fibre breaks within the same strain increment. The clusters in the last strain increment were not calculated as this last strain increment was interrupted prior to the complete solution. The last strain before final failure is, however, only 0.0025% lower.
Finite element stress redistribution
This section gives a brief overview of the procedure used to calculate stress redistribution after a single fibre break, as previously described in detail in Swolfs et al. [43] . The FE model was used to calculate the full stress redistribution around a single broken T700S carbon fibre in a UD composite with a random fibre packing. While the strength model is a rectangular cuboid, the FE model is cylinder-shaped. The shape of the FE model does not affect the results, as the influence of the stress concentrations fades away quickly with distance from the centre.
The location of the individual broken fibre is referred to as the fibre break plane. The stresses in the broken fibre as well as in the surrounding intact fibres were extracted as a function of the distance along the fibre from this fibre break plane. The SCF was defined as the relative increase or decrease in average stress over the cross-section of a fibre due to the presence of the fibre break.
For the broken fibres, the average Gauss stress in the first layer of elements is used in combination with the points where 60%, 75%, 90% and 95% of the stress in the broken fibre is recovered. These points are chosen in such a way that piecewise linear interpolation leads to an accurate fit of the stress profile along the broken fibre.
Similarly, four points of interest are extracted for the intact fibres, as shown in Figure 3 .
In this case, the SCF value at each point of interest depends on the distance from the broken fibre. Therefore, these points were plotted as a function of that distance and linear, quadratic or logarithmic trend lines were fitted. This procedure is illustrated for the maximum SCF in Figure 4b . The equations of these trend lines were fed into the strength model and piecewise linear interpolation was used to reconstruct the stress profiles in the strength model.
For the M21 epoxy matrix, a tensile modulus of 1.26 GPa was provided by the manufacturer, with an assumed Poisson's ratio of 0.4. All materials were assumed to be linear elastic and perfectly bonded. The approach in [43] was further extended by incorporating a matrix crack in the plane of the fibre break. This matrix crack was also observed in the experimental data, but precise information on its size and shape could not be obtained. The FE model indicated that the exact size of the matrix crack did not have a significant influence on the predicted stress redistribution [34] . Therefore, it was assumed that the matrix crack stopped in between the nearest fibres, as shown in Figure   4a . The resulting SCFs are shown in Fig. 4b .
Each fibre break is assumed to occur in the middle of an element in the strength model. This does not imply that the stress in that element will drop to zero, as stress recovery can already occur within the length of the element. Therefore, the element stresses were averaged over the length of each element. In this way, the stress profiles were entered accurately into the strength model prior to running it, without requiring FE calculations during the strength model. Since these profiles were averaged over five FE models, the SCFs that are applied in the strength model do not take into account the particular local geometry. This local geometry only has a small influence, as can be seen from the low scatter in the data in Figure 4b . Moreover, to keep the model computationally tractable, the SCFs were only applied to fibres with a surface-to-surface distance from the broken fibre of less than four fibre radiuses. Even though the SCFs on the other fibres were all lower than 1%, their omission still caused a total SCF of 10 to 15% to be neglected. To counteract these effects and ensure force equilibrium, the "missing" SCF was redistributed proportionally over the fibres within four fibre radiuses.
Superposition for multiple fibre breaks
The trend lines, such as the one in Figure 4b , incorporated the stress redistribution around a single broken fibre. When the strain is increased, however, new breaks appear and clusters develop. When breaks are far apart they do not interact but when they are close, as in a cluster, the interactions become stronger. It is, however, impossible to use FE analysis to predict all possible cluster geometries. Therefore, the finite element model was developed for a single broken fibre, and superposition was used to account for these interactions. This approach predicts the SCFs around multiple fibre breaks based on the SCFs around single fibre break.
In the current model, an enhanced linear superposition was applied. Standard linear superposition would sum up the SCFs for single fibre breaks, even though it is known that the interactions between broken fibres in a cluster will cause an underestimation of the SCFs [19, 51] . Another issue is that this approach neglects the SCFs exerted by the broken fibres onto each other, resulting in a loss of force equilibrium in the model. The 
Results and discussion
Macro-scale tensile response
Experimentally, it was difficult to achieve scans just before final failure, as the sample strength is unknown a priori. The highest strain, for which a SRCT image was obtained, was 1.80%, close to the ultimate failure strain of this particular sample of 1.89%. The stress-strain response predicted by the model and measured in the experiments is compared in Figure 5 . The specimen response was linear until failure, consistent with the dominant role of the linear elastic fibres, and the relatively low number of broken fibres occurring before failure. The ultimate failure strain predicted by the model was 2.17 + 0.02% which was higher than the experimentally measured failure strain of 1.89%. The reason for this difference is presumed to be due to an underestimation by the model of the cluster development at strains approaching failure. This will be explored in detail in the next sections.
Fibre break density
The fibre break density as a function of strain is shown in Figure 6 . Experimentally, very few fibres within the composite break before final failure; in a specimen with 5500 fibres, there were fewer than 500 broken fibres/mm³ at the last loading increment prior to failure, meaning that less than 10% of the fibres were broken. Significant numbers of fibre breaks only accumulated at strains above approximately 1.6% at an increasing rate with applied strain (i.e. a power law relationship).
At these low fibre break densities, it is useful to compare the in situ fibre failure in the composite with that which would occur if the fibre failure was determined solely according to a Weibull distribution without any additional stress concentration or stress transfer around breaks. This estimate of fibre break accumulation, together with that due to the model is shown in Figure 6 . Both the model and the direct application of the Weibull data over-predict the break density, particularly at lower strains. In reality, broken fibres cause SCFs and increase failure probabilities, and hence the model exhibits a larger over-prediction. The fact that the Weibull data over-predicts the experimental data suggests that the Weibull distribution is inaccurate. Alternatively, the presence of the composite matrix might also reduce the in situ defect sensitivity of the fibres when they are surrounded by matrix. While the explanation of a reduced in situ defect sensitivity is speculative, inaccuracies in the Weibull distribution are commonly described in literature [23, 36, 42, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] .The literature has not yet settled on the most reliable measurement method for the distribution of fibre strength [42, [56] [57] [58] .
Similarly, the most appropriate probability distribution function is still the subject of discussion. Modified versions of the Weibull distribution include the bimodal distribution [42, 57] , the Weibull of Weibull distribution [23] and the power law accelerated Weibull model [23, 53] .
The model prediction and the experimental break density measurements converge at strains above 1.8% (i.e. near failure). This may simply be a result of the in situ Weibull strength distribution being narrower than that measured from virgin and extracted fibres, due to some, as yet unexplained influence of the matrix. It is also consistent with observations made in the next section that cluster formation is under-predicted by the model, which is known to be an important factor in determining failure.
Cluster evolution
The occurrence of groups of interacting fibre breaks, termed a cluster, indicates the important role of local load sharing in the accumulation of damage. In the experimental work, a cluster was defined as two or more breaks in neighbouring fibres, separated axially by less than the ineffective length. This ineffective length was estimated previously in [59] . Correspondingly, in the model two broken fibre elements were considered as a cluster if (1) the surface-to-surface distance d between the fibres (see Figure 4b ) was smaller than twice the fibre radius, and (2) the axial distance between break planes was less than ten times the fibre radius, which corresponds approximately to 90% stress recovery in the broken fibre. Whilst these definitions are not exactly the same, they are sufficiently similar to allow a useful comparison between the model predictions and experimental results. A sensitivity analysis for both the modelling and experimental procedure revealed that the exact definition had little effect on the cluster determination. Three different cluster parameters are analysed: cluster pattern, accumulation, and growth.
Cluster patterns
Experimental work identified two different cluster patterns: diffuse clusters (Figure 7a) and co-planar clusters (Figure 7b) . The co-planar clusters were defined as clusters of breaks with an axial separation of less than a fibre radius (3.5μm), whilst diffuse clusters were those with an axial offset greater than this value. Approximately 70% of the clusters found experimentally were co-planar, while the model predicted only 20-30% co-planar clusters. This low percentage predicted by the model can be explained based on the stress profiles in the fibres near fibre breaks. While the stresses reach their maximum in the fibre break plane, the stresses remain high over several fibre radii from the fibre break plane. This smeared out stress increase results in a finite failure probability of the fibre over this distance, and hence allowing diffuse clusters.
The higher percentage of co-planar clusters in the experiment is difficult to explain based on previous work reported in the literature. Similar axial alignment of fibre breaks was also noticed by Van den Heuvel et al. [60] , but an explanation for this feature was not offered. We propose two tentative hypotheses that could potentially explain a higher percentage of co-planar clusters. Both hypotheses are challenging to model and are currently not taken into account in any state-of-the-art model. Firstly, the dynamic SCFs, which occur when a fibre breaks and springs back [61] , were not incorporated into the model. Secondly, very high stress gradients may occur across the fibres, originating at the tip of the matrix crack. For example, the FE model predicted local longitudinal stresses equivalent to a 260% SCF in a fibre close to the broken fibre, while the SCF averaged over the cross-section was only 23%. According to the Weibull distribution, very small volumes are expected to have a very high strength. It is questionable whether the Weibull distribution is still valid in such small volumes and with such high stress gradients, given that the characteristic length scales of the stress redistribution may approach the strength-controlling flaw size. The local microstructure of the fibres will also play a key role. Incorporating matrix plasticity into the FE model will tend to reduce these high local SCFs, but they will undoubtedly remain higher than the calculated average SCF value.
Cluster accumulation
In situ loading allows for the damage progression and the accumulation of clusters to be quantified. In calculating the number of breaks in clusters, each break in a cluster was counted instead of only counting the number of clusters. For example, a 3-plet contributed three breaks to the overall break count.
The largest cluster found experimentally was a 14-plet at a strain of 1.80%. At the same strain, the largest cluster size in the model was predicted to be between 2 and 4 (varying between individual Monte Carlo simulations). It may be more relevant to compare the 14-plet with the largest predicted cluster in the last strain increment before final failure.
The average size of the largest predicted cluster in the last strain increment was 16. This size corresponds well with experimentally found 14-plet.
The accumulation of clusters as a function of strain is shown in Figure 8 . As expected from Figure 6 , the number of 1-plets is overestimated by the model. The number of clusters, however, is consistently underestimated and predicted to start only at higher strains. As noted in 4.3.1, this suggests that in the experiments the effective stress concentration is higher than allowed for in the model.
In the experiments, up to 50% of the total breaks occurred in clusters. However, there was no correlation between this cluster percentage and the applied strain. Higher strains did not always result in higher cluster percentages. In the model, the cluster percentage gradually increases with strain, but never reaches more than 30%. This difference may again be explained by the two effects suggested in "4.3.1 Cluster patterns".
Cluster growth
The experimental results showed that as larger clusters formed there was no reduction in the number of smaller clusters. This may imply that clustering is a dynamic process and that once formed, clusters are unlikely to grow in size. To verify this hypothesis, all clusters in the experiment were tracked through the different strain increments. It was found that clusters formed at one particular strain increment and stayed at the same size as the strain increased. Since clusters formed in a single strain increment and higher applied strains were insufficient to cause cluster growth, this suggests that the dynamic stress concentrations present when a cluster formed must have been of significant magnitude. The model only included static stress concentrations and predicts that clusters grow gradually with increasing strain increments. This again suggests that incorporation of the dynamic nature of stress concentrations is crucial for an accurate prediction of the cluster growth. Unfortunately, there has been little effort in this area [61, 62] .
Fitted Weibull distribution
In the previous section, the bimodal Weibull distribution of Watanabe et al. [42] was used. Unfortunately, the literature suggests significant uncertainty exists regarding the reliability of fibre strength data [36, 52, 57, 58] . An alternative approach would be to fit the fibre break density to the data in Fig. 6 by changing Fig. 9 ). The failure strain was 2.08% + 0.01%, which is reasonably close to the experimental value of 1.89%. While the value for 0  may be realistic, a Weibull modulus of 10 seems to be rather high compared to experimentally measured values [63] . The cluster development was also analysed, and found to be significantly delayed compared to the experiments (see Fig. 10 ). Similarly, we found the percentage of co-planar clusters remaining below 20%, which is significantly lower than our experimental observations. This again emphasises our earlier conclusions that state-of-the-art strength models donot yet capture all the relevant physical mechanisms. Several hypotheses have been formulated that could potentially resolve these discrepancies.
Conclusions
The failure behaviour of unidirectional composites has been investigated by comparing Another crucial difference between the model and the experimental observations was the formation of clusters. In the experiments, clusters formed within a single load step and did not increase in size upon further loading. This is in contrast with the modelling predictions, in which clusters gradually grew in size as strain was incremented. Two tentative hypotheses were formulated that could explain the observed discrepancy: the effect of dynamic stress concentrations and local stress concentrations at the matrix crack tip. These two effects are neglected by state-of-the-art strength models, but the presented results prove that they merit further attention. Even a Weibull distribution fitted to the experimental fibre break density could not resolve these discrepancies.
More experiments are being planned to reveal this effect more clearly.
Future work will analyse how these effects influence the modelling predictions and whether they can narrow the discrepancies between modelling predictions and experimental data. Further experiments have also been performed on other fibre-matrix combinations to assess how this affects cluster development.
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